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QUESTION 1

In VMware virtualization environment, if the user wants to migrate a VM from one ESXi host to another with no
downtime, (_) can be used for this; if the user wants to migrate virtual machine storage disk files to another storage
array with no downtime, (_) can be used. 

A. vMotion, Storage DRS 

B. Storage vMotion, Storage DRS 

C. vMotion, HA 

D. vMotion, Storage vMotion 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Engineers in strict accordance with the Oceanstor 9000 software installation and operation guide are to complete the
pre-inspection and configuration, the software deployment process displayed ome exceptions, the following treatment is
appropriate (multiple choice) 

A. For the "configuration operating system failed" error, check the node / var / log partition and clean up the partition,
initialize the system, and then re-run the software deploy 

B. If it is not a failure, restart the deployment after reinstalling the deploy deployment package 

C. After the deployment fails, run the sh /opt/huawei/deploy/script/clean.sh command on each node to initialize the
system and restart the software department 

D. After deployment abnormalities, reboot all nodes, reinstall oceanstor tookit, and start the software deployment 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 3

Huawei N8000 cluster NAS system which can meet the following requirements? 

A. A TV station needs 20 departments and 10-15 businesses in each department. Each business uses a separate file
system 

B. a program distribution system, windows and linux client distribution using cifs and nfs protocol to write the program
video, but the two are not written into the video Complex, FTP client and then read the video file prepared broadcast 

C. A school multimedia video-on-demand business, you need to provide network disk address to the school\\'s 5000
teachers and students, for everyone at any time for online courses. 

D. A research institute of high performance computing business, Xu provide 8GB / s stable read bandwidth 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

The Huawei OceanStor storage system uses asynchronous multi-time cache for asynchronous remote replication to
make the remote asynchronous RPO index of the LUN reach the second level. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following statement about RAID 2.0 is correct? (Multiple choice.) 

A. The hard disk is divided into chunks. 

B. Lun consists of extend or grain 

C. A CKG chunk may come from the same hard disk. 

D. Chunk in a CKG may come from a different storage pool. 

Correct Answer: AB 
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